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The theory of asymptotic behavior MS has flourished in the Iast de- 
cade (for example Vassiliou, 1982; Bar anew, 1982; Leeson, 2983; Vassi- 
lieu, f986: Tsakhiis and Vassiiiou, 1988; Zeihann, 1989; Vassiliou and 
Georgiou, 1990; Bartholomew et al., 1991; Georgiou and Vassiliou, 1992; Le- 
dermann and Vajda, 1992). One of the basic assumptions in the above theQry 
was that the imbedded nmhomogeneous Markov chain of the PJ S con- 
verged as d -+ cm to a homogeneous Markov chain. The same assumptaon 
also a very important r the asymptotic theory of nonhomogeneous 
kov chains (Issacson a 
Real applications of S in many cases indicatted strongly the need to re- 
place t&is assumption w1 one that will answer the problem which rather in- 
forma~Iy could be described as “what happens when the sequence b+f 
transition matrices of the imbedded nonhomogeneous 
does not converge b oscillates to a large number of matrices 
but which are rather close to a stochastic matrix Q”. The above question was 
posed to the first author in approximately the above words for the first time by 
Prof. IN. Bartholomew in 1981 during his visit in. Greece. The need to provide 
an answer to this realistic problem is included among others in the theme of t 
present work. E on 2 we introduce for the first time the concept of a per- 
turbed NHMS MS). In Section. 3 it is proved that although we relax the 
basic assumption (made in aBI previous studies mentioned above) that the im- 
bedded nonhomogeneous arkov chain converges to a homo~meous 
chain, the limhing expect pqdation structure exists. l[t is found. i 
gant closed analytic form as a function of the basic parameters of the system. 
By basic parameters we mean the least number of parameters that uniquely de- 
termine the system. This result was intuitively nicety surprising considering that 
the assumpaion relaxed is a basic assumption also in the theory of ordinary 
nonhomogeneous Markov chains (Issacson and Madsen, 1976). lm another 
spirit the results throw a good deal of light on the sensitivity of the basic 
NHMS to departures frcm its assumptions. A different approach to a similar 
end was proposed in Bartholomew (1975a). In Section 4 we study the sensith- 
ity of the limiting expected population structure of a OHMS cm perturbation 
of the limhing input probabilities. In Section 5 we study the- logical questions 
which immediately arise which are the variances and covariances of the state 
sizes and what is their asymptotic behavior for a P-OHMS? For homogeneous 
askov systems the study of variances and covariances of state sizes was treat- 
arthokmew (8975b, 1982) and for OHMS the asymptotic behavior is 
mainly included in Tsddidis and Vassiliou (%988). 
We define by M,,,(F) he set of alI n x m matrices with elements f’om the 
field F. We ah3 write Mn,,r(R) = A& e I-LOW provide the fQfbWhg definition 
wit 
i < I’, and (2 2) . 
- . . ,I]’ and the matrix ite 
set B[ = {dq I),&(2), . . . , cqv)) 
PT(9b{&~(t) = &p(i)) = Cj > 0 fOr i = 1,2,. a ?? , US (2 9 . 
Assume also that 
prob{EX_+] (t) = Q+l(i)} = cj > 0 (2.10) 
for every t due to relation (2.3) and (2.9). 
Consider the imbedded nonhomogeneous Markov chain { (t)}Zo then for 
each t, Q(t) is of the form: 
Hid let that prOb{b,(t) = 8,(i)} = Cqi > 0 foS i = B, 2,. . . , PnU. 
Assume moreover that the matrices &,(I) are perturbation matrices fm the 
matrix Q. We call such a N MS a prturbed n0rthomu~mm14.~ Mmkov s_ts~m 
(P-NHMS). 
We defined a P-N MS in the most general way in order to provide an in- 
clusive framework that csuld accommodate a large variety of applied psobabil- 
ity models. However it is appropriate to comment at this stage how the 
asymptotic theory of f-OHMS which will be presented in what follows is con- 
nected with the question posed in the introduction. In many cases in manpc~wer 
systems the tail of the sequence of transition matrices of the imbedded nc~r~ho- 
mogeneous Markov chain has elements of the form qii AZ cij( t), where t+(t) are 
small positive numbers compared with qii. Consider the matrix 
&q(l) = { &ijCt) ) j.jrq then the sequence could usually look like k 
Q-C#), Q--c";&% - 8',(J), Q - &(2)? Q - &J2), 
Q-+(I), Q-R,V), Q4,c3), Q-&(l), Q-e,(2),... 
Given enough data we csukl estimate the probability distriibutions Of the oc- 
cumnce of 6, (r) for lljtv = 3. Now in the theory of P-NHMS it is assu 
the &(I)% are perturbation matrices for the matrix Q. This assu 
equivalent with assuming that all matrices Q - &(c) for t = 0,B, 2, _ . 
ducible regular stochastic matrices. A necessary condition for this is that t 
&,(t)‘s are such that they do not change the psition of the zero’s in the matn- 
ces Q - d$(?) which is a realistic assumption since the “ii(t due to t 
are small positive numbers compared with the qfs. 
Of centrd importance in! the theory of 
i3Sy~~tQtiC bdMQiQ9 iI3 the StXSe Qf filX.ii 
e basic assumption was that the i 
converged to a homogeneous 
we relax this assumption to the n-10 
S is a perturbed nonhomogeneous 
da-n variable which is 
moving from state i to state j in the time interval [t. t + B) and E(6) the rim 
variable which is number of new en 
interval [r, 6 + t ). s evident that 
Now from relations (24, (2.3, (2.5), (2.7), (2.8) an 
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E[N(t + II)] = (3 8) . 
We will firstly grove that E[ (t)] is a stochastic matrix. 
that: 
i (3 9) 1 
Now fi-om Eq. (3.3) we get that: 
(3.110) 
since from conditions (2.5) and (2.6) it is evident that @)I’ = 0 for every 
b = 1,2,.. . , tn. Thus fmm Eqs. (2. i), (2/t), (3.91, (3.10) we Rave that 
E[Q(t)]l’ = I’. 
Now since tqs) f-m s = 1,2, . . . , nw are perturbation matrices for Q thm 
from Defimitiora 2.9 we have that Q - d+(s) are irreducible regular stochastic 
matrices f’sr s = I,&. . . pm We will grove by hduct~on that 
EE1 [Q - ~y(s)]~~~.s is an irreducible regular stochastic matrix. We start by 
p~QVillg that this is true fQP nzrt = 2. For finite [Q - C,(I)] (Gantmacher, 
195% [Q - K/U)] is an irreducible regular stochastic matrices if and only if 
there exist a nl E N such that [Q(t) - d&( 1 )]‘I > 0 (in the sense that alI the cl- 
ements are positive). Sirtrailakly for [Q(t) - 4(2)] there exists a PT~ E N saach that 
(t) - 8&l)]“’ > 0. Now Bet that n = min(n~, nz). Then, 
Ii1 &’ 
- h,(s)] prub{G,ft) = n,(s)} 
.Fi 
Also from Eqs. (2.3), (2.7), (2.10) and (2.12) we concIuc%e 8. 
r=0,1,2 ,..., 
From Eqs. (3.8), (3.12), (3.13) we arrive at 
E[N(t + I)] = E[N(O)] {Q - &,5’ -i- { 
II i 
- a$-” - + &A#)-‘// < c, (3.16) 
Thus for d Iarge we have 
II w - ino - WNi - Q&)]}Q* ( 
- i$)‘-’ - Q*(X + t&A")-'11 
f- 
r=t-ml+ t 
AT@ - I)//{ *(I + i$A")-'11 
< (T(t - m) - T(O)}E + 2(7-(g) - T(g - m)}. 
Now since lim,,, T(t) = T we get that 
- h-n U(t) = (T - T(O)}{ c--*x -E[e,&)]}Q*(I i-&A")-'. 
ThUS 
IlimE[N(t)] = E[N(cm)] = E[N(O)] 
t-36 
- wi - E[tg-&)]}Q”(H -t &A#)-‘. 
(3.17) 
Since Q”(I+ i$A#)-’ s stable stwhastic matrix and { 
chastic row vector we 

e a perturbation (Definition 2.1) of the vector 
referred in the previous theorem as the limiting in 
4’ = 0 and the limit mbedded homogeneous 
4. E) is modified into 
At this stage we assume that Q is an irreducible regular stochastic matrix and 
we define by: 
= A+$,,E, where A = (4 3) .h 
The index of a matrix A E Mtt denoted by hi(A) is the smallest nsnnegative in- 
teger k such that Rank(A”) = Rank(A”“). It is known that A” exists ifamil only 
if M(A) < 1 (Theorem 3.1, eyer and Shod, M30). Now it is easy to see that 
0 which is true since otherwise we wodd not have 
. Thus for A = I - Q, from Eq. (4.3) it is evident that ii is of 
uced in Theorem 2. B in Meyer and Shsaf ( B980). 
ix then A” exists and conset$entiy Ind( A) 6 1. 
Now consider one by one the conditions in relation (2.3) of Theorem 2. I in 
eyer d %hoaf (1980) kn A= H-Q and 
-L- - where Q is an irreducibk regular stocha 
orem 2.2 (Meyer, 1975) we hve th;at 
Q* = Iim Q’ = H - AA”. 
t-*14, (4 4) . 
Consider t&e third condition which irn our case is 
Consider now the first condition, Then 
I=: 0, (4 7) I 
ill always exist. The expressions (4.5)-- 
ree out or the four conditions therefore the fsurih 
true since ia is a e only possibility. Thus 
* * - 
FoIEowing the notation i troduced by artbolomew ( B 982) we 
(V(f)h3C;0 the matrix Qf variances and covariances. oreover we assu 
additional recruits who ii31 the vacancies created by expansion (AT 
bcated to the various states independently of the replacements an 
QWS. Foilowing the heaSQIlh&J Qf the estabhhment of relations (Xl), (3.4) 
and (3.5) we arrive at the Mlowing resuhs: 
and 
Using relation (34, (3.5), (5.1) and (5.2) we arrive at the following result: 
&et that [E[N(t)]], is a diagonal k x k matrix with elements E[IV,(l)j then 
Eq. (5.3) codd lk written in matrix f~r131 as ~QBBQWS: 
finpqt) = V(m) = ;k 
1 d 
- -I- &A" )--‘]‘[ej 


